Abstract—This paper presents Coppelia, an end-to-end tool that, given a processor design and a set of security-critical invariants, automatically generates complete, replayable exploit programs to help designers find, contextualize, and assess the security threat of hardware vulnerabilities. In Coppelia, we develop a hardware-oriented backward symbolic execution engine with a new cycle stitching method and fast validation technique, along with several optimizations for exploit generation. We then add program stubs to complete the exploit. We evaluate Coppelia on three CPUs of different architectures. Coppelia is able to find and generate exploits for 29 of 31 known vulnerabilities in these CPUs, including 11 vulnerabilities that commercial and academic model checking tools cannot find. All of the generated exploits are successfully replayable on an FPGA board. Moreover, Coppelia finds 4 new vulnerabilities along with exploits in these CPUs. We also use Coppelia to verify whether a security patch indeed fixed a vulnerability, and to refine a set of assertions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes Coppelia, a tool to find, and generate software exploits for, bugs in hardware designs. Given a processor design and a set of security properties Coppelia systematically explores the design using symbolic execution, and if security violations are found Coppelia generates complete, replayable exploits comprising both a trigger and the payload. These exploits can help hardware designers analyze and contextualize the nature of the security threat.

Exploitable bugs in hardware designs present an enticing target to attackers [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. Current practice in hardware design verification combines formal static analysis techniques with simulation-based testing, methods which can successfully find assertion violations, but which do little to differentiate bugs in the design from bugs in the assertion itself or bugs in the environment set-up. Nor do they provide any information to the designer about which bugs pose security risks and which likely do not. Determining the root cause for found violations typically involves inspecting waveforms displaying the state of the signals and registers during the clock cycles leading up to the violation. The process is difficult and often tedious and requires cooperation between security experts, hardware designers, and formal methods experts [6], [7]. With Coppelia we present an end-to-end solution that can automatically find bugs and demonstrate the security threat for exploitable bugs in hardware designs.

Within the software security community, symbolic execution is a powerful technique for automatically generating test cases to trigger security vulnerabilities [8]. It has a reputation for relative ease of use, and we believe it can be brought to the same level of utility and usability for hardware designs. The use of software-style symbolic execution for hardware designs has been proposed before [9], but not yet fully developed. We take the next steps toward doing so in this paper. Using open source, RISC CPUs to evaluate our methods, we show that out-of-the-box symbolic execution does not scale to full hardware designs, and we develop a hardware-oriented backward symbolic execution engine that can.

Two characteristics of hardware designs require rethinking the standard symbolic execution typically used in the software domain. The symbolic execution of a hardware design represents an exploration of the design for a single clock cycle, but hardware executes continuously, and security vulnerabilities may only become apparent many clock cycles after the initial state. Symbolic execution can never provide exhaustive coverage for systems with infinite execution trees [10]. As a further complication, the large state space of a modern processor design precludes joining redundant states during exploration, as is sometimes done for software designs [11].

Second, security properties developed for hardware designs capture the semantics of particular signals and their connecting logic. By contrast, security properties developed for software are applicable throughout a code base. For example, invalid- or missing-bounds checks occur throughout a software code base, and a symbolic execution engine that looks for such violations is likely to find more examples just by exploring more broadly and deeply. Compare this to, say, the security-critical property of some RISC architectures that the general purpose register R0 should always be set to zero [12]. A violation of this property will occur only in that part of the design that touches the R0 register. Finding such violations is akin to finding a needle in a haystack; if an exhaustive search is not possible, a strategy is needed to focus the search toward the target.

We propose in Coppelia a strategy of backward symbolic execution (Section II-D). Starting at the point of an assertion state- ment, we symbolically execute the design backward searching for a path from an assertion-violating state back to the reset
state. To handle symbolic execution across multiple clock cycles, we propose a cycle stitching method (Section II-D6) that can generate a complete sequence of instructions that triggers a bug starting from the reset state. In comparison, state-of-the-art hardware verification tools such as Cadence IFV generate intermediate triggering input (Section IV-C). To make Coppelia efficient as a practical tool, we leverage cone of influence analysis and a search optimization, which we term fast validation (Section II-D4). As is typical for symbolic execution engines, Coppelia is sound, but not complete – the assertion violations found are true violations and the exploits returned are replayable on synthesized hardware, but Coppelia may fail to find violations that exist.

To better analyze and assess the security consequences of a found bug, we must move beyond the mere triggering of the bug to the generation of complete exploit programs that demonstrate a possible, concrete attack. Continuing with our example, producing the sequence of instructions that let R0 be set to some non-zero value is useful in demonstrating that a true bug exists; but generating an exploit that uses the non-zero value to write arbitrary data to an arbitrarily chosen address can clarify the security consequences of the bug for hardware designers. This is important for informing prioritization decisions. It is not always apparent to the person verifying the design how severe a property violation may be. Security properties are reused across generations of an architecture, or even semi-automatically generated [12].

To extend a sequence of inputs beyond a bug trigger to a full exploit, we need an appropriate payload. We observe that hardware exploits differ based on the nature of the violated property, rather than the nature of the bug or its trigger. Therefore, in Coppelia we generate a payload stub for each class of property (e.g., memory address related). The stub extends a bug-triggering input into an exploit.

Coppelia is built on top of KLEE [13], a popular symbolic execution engine. We adapt KLEE for the symbolic exploration of hardware designs at the register transfer level (RTL) and implement the backward symbolic execution engine. We evaluate Coppelia on three processor designs: OR1200, PULPino, and Mor1kx, representing two different RISC architectures: OR1k and RISC-V. To measure Coppelia’s efficacy against a ground truth, we use known vulnerabilities described in prior work [5], [12]. Coppelia finds and generates complete exploits for 29 of the 31 known vulnerabilities on the evaluated processors, including 11 vulnerabilities that Cadence IFV does not find. All of the generated exploits are replayable on an FPGA board. In addition, using existing security properties, Coppelia finds four new bugs in these processors, and generates replayable exploit programs.

In summary, this paper presents the following contributions: (1) We design and implement the first tool, to the best of our knowledge, to generate software exploits, including both a trigger and the payload, of processor designs; (2) We develop the hardware-oriented backward symbolic execution engine to enable a targeted search through the hardware design space for rare assertion violations; (3) We evaluate the efficacy and performance of Coppelia on three processors from two different architectures. Our tool found four new security bugs in two processors, and generated the exploits for these bugs; (4) We demonstrate that security properties developed for one architecture can be usefully applied to new architectures.

II. Design

We first provide an overview of the three phases of Coppelia: preprocessing, building a trigger, and adding the payload. We then describe each phase in detail in the following sections. Figure 1 shows the workflow of Coppelia.

We are targeting vulnerabilities in a processor design that are exploitable, post-deployment, by software. We assume the attacker does not modify the processor design, but is capable of finding vulnerabilities that exist within the design. Post deployment, we assume the attacker is able to send network packets, execute a particular sequence of instructions, or both on the target machine.

A. Overview of Coppelia

Coppelia takes as input an HDL implementation of a hardware design and a set of security-critical assertions.

Preprocessing. To begin, Coppelia translates the RTL hardware design from an HDL implementation to C++. We use the Verilator tool [14] for this step and can translate designs written in Verilog or SystemVerilog, although the basic approach would apply to other HDLs as well. Translating the RTL design to C++ allows us to take advantage of KLEE [13], a mature symbolic execution engine, and use it as the foundation of Coppelia. We discuss this step further in Section II-B. After translation, Coppelia adds the security-critical assertions to the generated testbench and compiles the newly translated design to LLVM bytecode using the Clang compiler [15].

Building a trigger. A vulnerability is defined as a processor state \( s_n \) in which a security-critical assertion is violated. Assertions are boolean-valued functions written over (a subset of) the state-holding elements of the processor. They encode desired security properties, and can express safety properties, but not liveness [16] or hyperproperties [17]. The goal is to find a sequence of inputs \( i_0, i_1, \ldots, i_k \) that take the system from the initial state \( s_0 \) to the violating state \( s_v \). Coppelia builds the sequence backwards, first finding input \( i_k \) then \( i_{k-1} \) and so on. Each input is found by symbolically exploring the processor.

Adding the payload. To better contextualize and analyze the security threat, Coppelia goes beyond triggering the vulnerability. It adds a program stub to complete the exploit. These program stubs are generated according to the category of the security-critical assertion violated. We describe this step in detail in section II-F.

B. Preprocessing: Transcompiling RTL to C++

In the first phase, we use Verilator [14] to translate the RTL Verilog to logically equivalent C++ code. Verilator is an open source Verilog simulator. It compiles the synthesizable subset of Verilog into cycle-accurate C++ or SystemC code.
Verilator starts with a preprocessing step in which it propagates parameters, determines expression widths, eliminates dead code, unrolls loops, and inlines modules and tasks. It also eliminates any possible 3-state by replacing don’t-care values (X) with random values. Next, Verilator does the translation. The translation of Verilog blocking statements is straightforward as these statements are semantically similar to that of straight-line C++ code. On the other hand, the translation of Verilog non-blocking statements requires additional analysis as there is no semantic equivalent in C++ to the simultaneous execution of multiple statements. Verilator imposes an order on non-blocking assignments and introduces temporary C++ variables so that the resulting straight-line C++ code produces a faithful simulation of the Verilog’s behavior at each clock cycle boundary. Finally, Verilator cleans up the code, corrects expression widths, and outputs the result in C++ [18].

In the resulting C++ code, each class corresponds to a module in the Verilog code. The hierarchy of the C++ classes matches the hierarchy of Verilog modules. The interface to the top C++ class is an eval() function that calls the functions inside each class necessary to simulate the processor design for a single clock transition. There are two major loops inside the eval() function: the initialize loop and the main change loop. The initialize loop executes the initialization statements and propagates the initial values through the design. The main change loop executes circuit logic and propagates value changes to each module (a C++ class). Two calls to the eval() function represent a single clock cycle.

The input signals remain stable during a single execution of the eval() function, meaning inputs will only change at clock tick boundaries. This assumption ensures the circuit model converges and improves the efficiency for the code analysis.

C. Background, Notation, and Definitions

Before describing how we build the trigger, we review symbolic execution, introduce notation, and define the problem.

In standard forward symbolic execution input values are replaced with symbols that represent the set of possible values in the domain of the function. The symbolic exploration of a program can be represented by a tree $E$. Each path through the tree represents a path of execution taken during the symbolic exploration. Each node represents a line of code in the program; the root node represents the entry point and the leaves represent an exit point. Associated with each node is the current program state – the valuation of variables – and a path condition. The path condition ($\pi$) for node $n$ defines constraints over the program’s input domain such that if the program is run with input values satisfying the constraints, execution would be driven down the path from root to $n$.

The symbolic exploration of a processor – achieved by symbolically exploring two consecutive calls to the eval() function – corresponds to one clock cycle of the design. The root node of the resulting tree represents the state of the processor at a clock-cycle boundary and each leaf of the tree represents a possible next-state of the processor. When referring to a processor state we are referring to a root or leaf node in the symbolic execution tree, not an internal node; the root and leaf nodes represent the processor at cycle boundaries.

We will refer to a tuple $(n, i, \pi)$ associated with a symbolic exploration tree $E$. The tuple defines a particular leaf node of interest $n$, the inputs $i$ that would guide execution from the root node down the path to leaf node $n$, and the path constraints $\pi$ associated with leaf node $n$. We also define a test case as a satisfying solution to a path constraint. A test case is one set of concrete input values that will drive the processor down the path associated with the path constraint.

The execution of multiple clock cycles in the processor is represented by multiple symbolic explorations of the design (see Figure 3). Each leaf node of a tree $E_j$ becomes a root node for a tree $E_{j+1}$ representing the next exploration of the design, i.e., the next clock cycle of the processor.

We aim to find a sequence of inputs that will take the processor from the reset state to an error state. We define the problem in terms of symbolic exploration trees.

**Problem Statement.** Given $s_e$, an error state of the processor in which a security-critical assertion is violated, find a sequence of symbolic exploration trees $E_0, E_1, \ldots, E_k$, and for each tree a particular leaf node $n_0, n_1, \ldots, n_k$ such that

- The root node of the first tree $E_0$ is the reset state of the processor,
- The leaf node $n_k$ associated with tree $E_k$ represents the error state of the processor, and
- The leaf node $n_j$ associated with tree $E_j$ can be matched to the root node of tree $E_{j+1}$.

We say the leaf node of one tree can be matched to the root node of a second tree if and only if the nodes are compatible: concrete values are equal and constraints over symbolic values given in one node are mutually satisfiable with constraints over symbolic values given in the second node.

If the above requirements are satisfied then the sequence of path constraints $\pi_0, \pi_1, \ldots, \pi_k$ provided by the sequence of leaf nodes $n_0, n_1, \ldots, n_k$ define the sequence of inputs to the processor that will take the processor from an initial state to the error state.
D. Building the trigger: Backward Symbolic Execution

An error state that is $M$ clock cycles away from the initial state will only be found after $2M$ iterations of the eval() loops. The search space for forward symbolic execution is exponential in the number of loop iterations and becomes untenable for even small values of $M$. (See Section II-D8 for a discussion of the search complexity.)

The key insight of our work is that hardware is well suited to a backward search strategy for symbolic execution. The specificity of security assertions in hardware designs make them amenable to such a targeted search strategy, and the lack of dynamically linked libraries, pointers, and complex computation makes the backward strategy possible.

Rather than start at the processor’s initial state and search forward, Coppelia uses backward symbolic execution to start at an error state and search backward. In the first iteration, the backward symbolic execution engine looks for a processor state $s$ that can reach an assertion failure in one clock cycle, given the right set of inputs. If such an $s$ is found, the problem is ideally reduced: from finding a path of length $M$ from the initial state to the error state to finding a path of length $M - 1$ from the initial state to state $s$. The backward symbolic execution engine continues in this way, stepping back from the error state toward the initial state, one clock cycle at a time.

We cannot, in the general case, be sure that each iteration actually reduces the problem. An intermediate state $s$ may not be reachable from the initial state, or we may find ourselves stitching together a path that has a loop and never converges toward the initial state. We introduce heuristics to help the backward symbolic execution engine identify unreachable states, loops, or paths that are not tending toward the initial state.

1) Backward Symbolic Execution Engine: We describe the workflow of our hardware-oriented backward symbolic execution engine (see Figure 2). In the following sections, we describe each step in detail.

1. **One Instruction Generation:** In the first iteration, the engine initializes input and internal signals to be symbolic values and explores the processor design for one complete clock cycle. In pipelined RISC processors, one clock cycle represents the completion of one instruction. In subsequent iterations, input signals are made symbolic, but internal signals may be partially constrained or concrete. (Sections II-D2 and II-D3.)

2. **Assertion Violation:** When the engine encounters an assertion violation, it produces a path constraint describing the precondition necessary to reach that error state. If the processor’s reset state can satisfy the constraint, the backward symbolic execution engine is done. It outputs the trigger instruction(s) and Coppelia moves to the next phase: adding the payload.

3. **Fast Validation:** If the processor’s reset state does not satisfy the current path constraint, the engine does a fast validation of the current intermediate state. This step uses heuristics to eliminate intermediate states that are less likely to bring the search closer to the reset state.

4. **Bound Checking:** If the current state passes the fast validation, the engine then checks whether the sequence of instructions generated so far exceeds a bound. The bound is a tunable parameter to the engine.

5. **Stitching Cycles:** If the length of the sequence is within the bound, the engine stitches the current state to the previously found state and continues on to the next iteration of the One Instruction Generation step.

6. **Feedback Generation:** When any of the preceding steps fail, the engine goes back to the prior iteration and, using feedback generated during prior runs, continues exploration in a new direction.

2) One Instruction Generation: In the first iteration, the backward symbolic execution engine starts the search for a security property violation from an unconstrained processor state. It sets both the input and the internal signals to symbolic values, and then explores the processor design until it reaches a state that violates the security property. If exploration completes and no assertion violation is found, Coppelia returns with a result of no violation found. Otherwise, the resulting exploration tree, $\delta_k$, has a leaf node $n_k$ that represents the error state ($s_e$) of the processor. Associated with that leaf node is the path condition $n_k$ that describes the sufficient constraints on processor state and input signals such that the processor will move from the constrained state ($s_{c-1}$) to the error state in a single clock cycle. In addition to the constraints, the engine returns a satisfying solution to the constraints over input signals. These concrete input values will form the last instruction in the trigger sequence.

In the next iteration, the engine again starts the search from an unconstrained processor state. This time the engine is looking for $s_{c-1}$, a state that satisfies the constraints returned in the prior iteration, but not $s_e$. If such a state is found, the engine returns a path condition $n_{k-1}$ and a satisfying solution to the constraints over the input signals. These concrete input values will form the penultimate instruction.
Iterations continue in this way, searching backward through trees $E_k, E_{k-1}, \ldots, E_0$ until we reach the initial processor state.

In the following sections we discuss the heuristics and optimizations we introduce to help the search converge toward an initial state.

3) Stateful Signals: A naive implementation of hardware oriented symbolic execution might make all variables of type reg symbolic because these internal signals can store state. However, the resulting exploration tree is too large. Using this set-up, we ran Coppelia for one clock cycle. After 24 hours it had generated over 1 million test cases – each is a different leaf node in the tree – but had not triggered any assertions.

We identify those signals that can be safely left concrete without affecting completeness of the search. First, reg signals are used in one of two ways in a hardware design: as part of sequential logic in which case they store state from a previous clock cycle, or as part of combinational logic in which case their value depends only on input signals in the current clock cycle. Using static analysis, we identify those signals which depend entirely (albeit, possibly indirectly) on input signals and do not make those symbolic in each iteration of exploration. Second, not all reg signals are relevant for a particular security property. Only those signals in the property’s cone of influence are made symbolic. Section II-E3 describes the dependency analysis that Coppelia performs to identify which signals to make symbolic.

4) Fast Validation: At the end of each successful iteration $j$, the backward symbolic execution engine checks the following: are the constraints given in path condition $\pi_j$ satisfied by the initial state? If so, Coppelia has found a successful trigger and moves on to the next phase, appending the payload.

If not, in order to steer the search toward the initial state, we introduce two rules to eliminate those intermediate states that are less likely to quickly lead back to the initial state. These rules form the fast validation step.

Empirically, we found that if the number of variables whose values are different from the initial state is small, we are more likely to be able to back track to an initial state. We set the number of differencing variables to be:

$$\text{diff}((n_j, i_j, \pi_j), (n_0, i_0, \pi_0)) \leq \left\lfloor |s|/4 \right\rfloor + 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $(n_0, i_0, \pi_0)$ is the tuple associated with the initial tree $E_0$, $(n_j, i_j, \pi_j)$ is the tuple associated with an intermediate tree $E_j$, $\text{diff}$ calculates the number of different values between two tuples, and $|s|$ represents the number of internal symbolic variables. With this rule, at most a quarter of internal state variables may differ from their reset state.

The second rule targets loops that are preventing backward progress toward the initial state. We enforce that each new iteration should produce a tuple $(n_j, i_j, \pi_j)$ that is not the same as any previously generated tuples:

$$\{ (n_j, i_j, \pi_j) \} \notin \{ (n_l, i_l, \pi_l) \mid j < l \leq k \}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

If the values of internal signals are the same as ones already generated, we are not making any progress in this run and risk entering an infinite loop. Thus, if the generated $(s_j, i_j, \pi_j)$-tuple is a repeat, Coppelia will keep running until a different tuple is found.

5) Bound Checking: As a final heuristic, Coppelia uses bounded checking to counter the fact that the sequence of trees may never converge toward the initial state. We set a bound for the exploit length. If the trace of inputs generated so far exceeds the bound, Coppelia will exit with a message that it did not find an exploit within the bound.

6) Stitching Cycles: If the length of the sequence is within the bound, we stitch the current clock cycle to the previous clock cycle and continue with the next iteration. The sequence of trees must be stitched together appropriately, making sure a leaf node of one tree correctly aligns with the root node of a tree previously generated.

Ideally, in order for the results of cycle $E_j$ and cycle $E_{j-1}$ to align, we need to replace the values of internal signals in node $n_{j-1}$ with the path constraint $\pi_j$ obtained in node $n_j$. This ensures completeness – we will not miss a possible test case. However, the complexity of this method is similar to forward symbolic execution (see Section II-D8). The more cycles we symbolically execute, the longer the path constraints will be and the more complicated the queries will be to the SMT solver. In Coppelia, we adopt a light-weight approach. The insight is that while each clock cycle is explored symbolically, the individual cycles can be stitched together using only concrete values. This sacrifices completeness for speed: after each iteration, we find satisfying solutions to a subset of the internal signals and use these concrete values to partially define the state to search for in the next iteration. This will no doubt lead us to miss some possible violating paths. In practice, we can iterate, incrementally replacing concrete values with constrained symbols if no assertion violations are found.

7) Feedback Generation: If the engine finishes exploring all paths and no violations are found and this is not the first iteration (Figure 2), it means a violation was found in previous runs but the engine chose a wrong path, either because of the fast validation, the light-weight stitching, or because it stopped exploring after finding one violation. In this case Coppelia will go back to the previous runs and continue...
the exploration. Coppelia generates a feedback to the engine including which instruction causes the violation and what test cases have been explored. When rerunning that instruction generation, Coppelia only explores the specific instruction and skips the test cases already explored.

8) **Forward and Backward Symbolic Execution:** In forward symbolic execution, in the first clock cycle, a tree with $N_f$ leaves will be explored (the $N_f$ black dots in the first layer of the symbolic execution tree on the right in Figure 3). In the second clock cycle, the tree must be explored again, once for each of the $N_f$ leaves. Exploring forward $M$ clock cycles has complexity $O(N_f^M)$. The complexity for backward symbolic execution is $O(N_b \cdot M)$, where $M$ is the number of cycles to execute. Note that the $N_b$ here is larger than the $N_f$ in forward symbolic execution because the internal signals are set to be symbolic values which increases the paths to explore. On the other hand, in general only $j \leq N_b$ paths are explored because exploration stops once the error state is found. This is illustrated on the left side of Figure 3.

**E. Building the Trigger: Optimizations**

Each iteration of the symbolic exploration of the processor is expensive. We introduce the following optimizations tailored for hardware designs to improve the speed.

1) **Preconditioned Symbolic Execution:** As an optimization, Coppelia constrains the opcodes to only instructions in the architecture to force the SMT solver to return legal instructions.

Also, we add constraints to support bit level representations. In KLEE, the minimum width supported is a byte. However, hardware signal widths are not necessarily byte multiples. Thus, we add constraints to inform the symbolic execution engine of the value range of such signals. For example, for a signal of width $n$, we constrain the value of the signal to be less than or equal to $(2^n - 1)$.

2) **Path Selection Heuristic:** We observe that if Coppelia is exploring the right processor instruction, it will find the vulnerability in a short time. However, it often takes a long time before Coppelia starts exploring the right instruction. (In our experience, the engine spends more than three hours to analyze paths under 13 instructions.) To find vulnerabilities more efficiently, Coppelia uses a hybrid search heuristic. Coppelia selects the next symbolic execution state to run by interleaving together breadth-first search and depth-first search to both explore as many processor instructions in as short a time as possible and explore each instruction in as much depth as possible. Each of them are run in a fixed number of times (chosen heuristically). We run depth-first more than breadth-first to allow enough time for the engine to explore the paths for each instruction.

3) **Cone of Influence Analysis:** In Coppelia, we apply a cone of influence (CoI) analysis to reduce the search space. The analysis is performed at the LLVM level during the static analysis phase, and removes signals from the design whose values do not affect, directly or indirectly, the value of signals in the security-critical assertions.

In developing the CoI analysis we found that performing the analysis at the function level was too conservative and led to little or no pruning. Almost every function was found to affect the function containing the assertion, but not all those functions affected the assertion itself. Therefore, we perform the dependency analysis at the instruction level. On the other hand, pruning at the instruction level was too costly. Program completeness could not be guaranteed and the symbolic execution engine had to check at each instruction whether to execute it or not. Therefore, we perform the pruning at the function level. Any function containing at least one instruction affecting a signal in the assertion is kept; all other functions are pruned. This hybrid approach allows us to prune aggressively while maintaining program completeness and keeping the run-time overhead low.

The first step of our CoI analysis (Algorithm 1) is developing an interprocedural dependency graph. Each function forms a node and an edge from node $a$ to node $b$ is added if the inputs to $b$ depend on the outputs of $a$. The second step is performing dependency analysis for the signals in the security-critical assertions. We extract the target signals in the assertions and get the location of these signals. Starting from these locations, we search backward through functions to track the LLVM instructions these signals depend on.

4) **Compiler Optimizations:** Verilator provides different levels of compiler optimizations for improving simulation performance [19]. We initially disabled optimizations and used $-00$ flag because higher optimization levels adversely affect code readability and complicates the application of security-critical assertions because many of the signals and variables asserted over can be optimized out. Although using the $-00$ flag confers significant readability benefits and eases assertion application, it slows the symbolic execution (Section IV-D). In Coppelia, we use the compiler optimizations to improve performance (Section IV-D) and modify the assertions for the optimized code.

**F. Adding the Payload: Program Stubs**

The sequence of instructions generated by the symbolic execution engine only triggers the bug. To better understand

---

**Algorithm 1: Cone of Influence Analysis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>A list of vars in the assertions <code>varsInAssert</code></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>A list of nodes in the graph <code>nodeSet</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```
1 trackedInstrs ← ∅;
2 nodeSet ← ∅;
3 dg ← BuildDependencyGraph();
4 for v ∈ varsInAssert do
5     vLocSet ← GetVarLocation(V);
6     for loc ∈ vLocSet do
7         nodes, instrs ← DependenceAnalysis(dg, loc, trackedInstrs);
8         nodeSet ← nodeSet ∪ nodes;
9         trackedInstrs ← trackedInstrs ∪ instrs;
10 end
```

[details of algorithm 1]
Coppelia generates these program stubs according to the category of the security-critical properties being violated. We classified the security-critical properties into five classes as in the SCIFinder project [12]: CF: control flow related properties, XR: exception related properties, MA: memory access related properties, IE: properties to ensure execution of the correct and specified instructions, and CR: properties about correctly updating results.

### III. Implementation

Coppelia is primarily implemented in C++ and Python. We build the state exploration part on top of KLEE, and the CoI analysis is written as LLVM passes. When we implement security assertions on the OR1200 processor in Cadence IFV as part of the evaluation, we use SystemVerilog.

#### A. Testbench Generation

Coppelia provides an automatic process to generate a testbench environment within which to verify the processor design. This environment provides stimulus to input ports, simulates the design, and checks for violations of security assertions.

We first make all inputs symbolic and then assign these symbolic values to input ports. The symbolic values are constrained by preconditions in order to generate legal instructions (Section II-E1). The whole processor design is simulated twice for each clock cycle (Section II-B). The simulation runs for as many clock cycles as there are pipeline stages to allow signals’ values to be propagated through the entire pipeline. At the end of each clock cycle, we check whether security-critical assertions are violated.

#### B. Translating Security Assertions

The initial security assertions that we collected (Section IV-A) are developed specifically for the OR1200 processor, which is a 32-bit implementation of the OR1k architecture with Harvard microarchitecture, 5-stage integer pipeline, virtual memory support, and basic DSP capabilities. As part of our effort to find new bugs in different platforms and architectures, we also manually translate these assertions to the Mor1kx-Espresso processor (OR1k architecture) and the PULPino-RISC-V processor (RISC-V architecture).

The Mor1kx assertions correspond directly to OR1200 assertions because of their shared architecture so we need only adapt the assertions to different variables and pipeline stages. Assertions for the PULPino processor differ at a deeper level. We need to first verify that the examined security properties are still applicable to the new architecture. To do so we check both the RISC-V specification and the PULPino processor specification. We then adapt the assertions to appropriate variables and pipeline stages. The translation took us 1 day for the Mor1kx processor, and 2 days for the PULPino processor.

#### C. Program Stubs

For each category of the security-critical properties, we implement a few program stubs to complete the exploits. For some bugs, the instruction traces generated by symbolic execution cannot be directly connected to the program stubs. We manually implement the connecting code. Table I shows the number of stubs for each category and the average lines of code. As an example, the R0 bug belongs to the memory access related category. The symbolic execution engine generates an instruction sequence that stores a non-zero value to R0. We then generate a program stub (in C) that exploits the bug by triggering a memory access instruction that expects R0 to be zero. This demonstrates that an attacker using this bug can exploit it to write data to a memory locations as specified by the attacker.

### IV. Evaluation

We evaluate Coppelia across multiple CPU designs to study its efficacy and its practicality. Our evaluation aims to answer the following research questions: 1) Can Coppelia effectively generate high-quality exploits for known CPU security bugs? 2) How does Coppelia perform compared to hardware model checking tools? 3) Is Coppelia practical for use on full-scale CPU designs, and what effect do our optimizations have on performance? 4) Can Coppelia be used to expose, and generate complete exploits for, new CPU security-critical bugs?

#### A. Dataset and Experiment Setup

For our evaluation, we collected 31 security-critical bugs (Table II) of the OR1200 processor from two prior papers, SPECS [5] and SCIFinder [12]. We collected 35 security-critical assertions from SPECS [5], Security Checkers [20], and SCIFinder [12]. We translated 30 assertions for the Mor1kx processor, and 26 assertions for the PULPino processor. The experiments are performed on a machine with Intel Xeon E5-2620 V3 12-core CPU (2.40GHz, a dual-socket server) and 62G of available RAM.

#### B. Generating Exploits for Known Bugs

To evaluate the efficacy of our tool against a ground truth, we test whether it can find and generate exploits for the known bugs we collected. These security-critical bugs are implemented in the OR1200 processor and we test Coppelia on the core of the processor. We run Coppelia by making both input signals and internal signals symbolic and executing backward toward the reset state.

Table II summarizes the results. For bug b16 we did not have an assertion. Bug b25 is a bug outside of the OR1200 core. Thus, we are not able to generate exploits for these two cases. In the remaining 29 cases, Coppelia is able to automatically generate exploits to expose the known bug for all of them. Overall, the generated exploits are concise, frequently only one or two instructions (excluding the size of the stubs). We can also see that for bugs that involve multiple cycles, Coppelia can indeed generate a series of instructions to exercise these deep error states.
Table I: Program stub categories for each bug and implementation details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Synopsis</th>
<th>Instructions Generated</th>
<th>Replayable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coppelia</td>
<td>Cadence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b01</td>
<td>Privilege escalation by direct access</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b02</td>
<td>Privilege escalation by exception</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b03</td>
<td>Privilege anti-de-escalation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b04</td>
<td>Register target redirection</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b05</td>
<td>Register source redirection</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b06</td>
<td>ROP by early kernel exit</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b07</td>
<td>Disable interrupts by SR contamination</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b08</td>
<td>EEAR contamination</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b09</td>
<td>EPCR contamination on exception entry</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b10</td>
<td>EPCR contamination on exception exit</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b11</td>
<td>Code injection into kernel</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b12</td>
<td>Selective function skip</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b13</td>
<td>Register source redirection</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b14</td>
<td>Disable interrupts via micro arch</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II: Generating exploits of collected bugs. The first 14 bugs are from SPECS [5] and the last 17 bugs are from SCIFinder [12]. The Instructions Generated column shows the number of instructions generated; the Replayable column shows whether the generated exploits can be replayable on an FPGA board. X means either the triggering information cannot be generated or the generated exploit is not replayable.

Listing 1: A security bug from OR1200 processor Bugzilla.

For each generated exploit, we verify its ability to expose a vulnerability by running it on an FPGA board (DE0Nano). Each exploit contains a generated stub according to the type of the security assertion triggered by the bug (see Table I). As shown in Table II, all the exploits are successfully replayed on the FPGA board.

As an example, Listing 1 shows a security-critical bug (b20) from the OR1200 processor Bugzilla database (Bugzilla #51 [21]). The code snippet is from the ALU module in the OR1200 processor. It shows the logic to determine whether operand a is less than operand b. The buggy implementation works fine in most cases, but it fails for the l.sfgtu (set flag greater than equal) instruction. According to the OpenRISC specification [22], the instruction l.sfgtu rA, rB compares the contents of general-purpose registers rA and rB as unsigned integers. If the value of the first register is greater than the value of the second register, the compare flag is set; otherwise the compare flag is cleared. However, with this bug, if the highest-order bit in register rA is 1 the compare flag will not be set, even if rA is greater than rB. An attacker can exploit this bug to control which branch to execute. The security bug violates the security-critical assertion: the comparison flag should be set correctly. Listing 2 shows the generated exploit. (The full payload is abbreviated for space reasons.) The total CPU time required for generating this exploit is 9m40s. The exploit is replayable on an FPGA board.

C. Comparison with Model Checking

A current standard for hardware verification is model checking. In this section, we compare Coppelia against the
Listing 2: The exploit program generated by Coppelia.

```c
void foo() {
    printf("Attack success!\n"); // Payload
}
int main() {
    gotoUserMode(); // Payload
    asm volatile ( // Trigger
        1.movhi r16 0x8080;
        1.nop;
        1.sfgtu r16 r0;)
    jmpToFoo(); // Payload
}
```

commercial hardware model checking tool, Cadence’s Incisive Formal Verifier (IFV), and against a research tool, EBMC [23]. We use each tool to look for the known bugs from Section IV-B and compare the results with Coppelia. We add the same constraints (Section II-E1) in both Cadence IFV and EBMC. The results are shown in Table II.

We make several observations:

(1) Cadence successfully finds and generates triggers for 18 bugs and EBMC for 16 bugs.

(2) Cadence fails to find or generate triggers for 11 bugs and EBMC fails for 13 bugs. All of them are found by Coppelia.

Among these bugs, 8 of them (b02, b08, b09, b15, b18, b19, b23, b29) are related to exception handling for managing privilege levels in the processor. Although we could not determine the exact reason why Cadence and EBMC fail to find these bugs, we note that the relevant properties for these bugs all include the condition (wb_insn == syscall). However, both Cadence and EBMC can find bug b14, which also relies on that same condition.

Bugs b21, b22, b26 are related to accessing register files. The OR1200 processor uses two dual-port RAMs for implementing register files. These two RAMs are written and read at the same time so that the processor can read two registers within a single clock cycle. However, we find that (operand_b == 0) is always true when running both model checking tools. This means data reading from ram_b is always 0, which is incorrect. We suspect that Cadence and EBMC fail to find these bugs, which also rely on that same condition.

EBMC fails to find and generate triggers for bugs b30 and b31 because it fails to parse assertions with deep hierarchies.

(3) As a tool designed for assertion verification rather than exploit generation, Cadence IFV only generates intermediate results when a property is invalidated. By contrast, the complete trigger is generated in Coppelia. For example, for bug b24 (the R0 bug described in the introduction) Cadence generates the single instruction l.addi r0, r1, 0. This instruction will only trigger the bug if r1 already holds a non-zero value, which is not the case for the reset state (r1 is set to 0 at reset). In the traces Cadence generates, a number of signals are not in the reset state. It is nontrivial for designers to set the processor to a particular state in order to trigger the assertion. Table II shows that 12 exploits are not directly replayable from the reset state. For EBMC, we have similar results. Although EBMC returns multiple instructions, they are not always directly replayable from the reset state.

(4) We currently remove the memory from the processor and only run these tools on the processor core. When adding the memory back, it took Cadence several hours to build the model. It is necessary to rerun formal builds every time the verilog is changed so this would be a significant impediment to rapid development of bug fixes. Coppelia does not require long model building time but it fails to handle the memory because the queries to the solver are too long. We have not done optimizations for memory models but research on optimizing symbolic execution for arrays is ongoing [24] and could be incorporated into future versions of Coppelia.

D. Effects of Optimizations

To evaluate the effectiveness of our optimizations (Section II-E), we first randomly select six bugs which require only one instruction to trigger (examining longer bugs without optimizations took on the order of several days). For each bug, we make input signals symbolic and run Coppelia for one clock cycle, starting from the reset state. We show how each optimization influences the performance of symbolic execution. In the Original KLEE setup, we use KLEE’s default settings, i.e., random search heuristic, 2000M maximum memory consumption, and counter example cache enabled. In the Hybrid Search setup, we enable the hybrid search heuristic. Specifically, we start with BFS and alternate the BFS and DFS. The BFS is set to run 10,000 times and the DFS is set to run 500,000 times. In the Compiler Optimizations configuration, we enable Verilator’s optimizations when generating C++ code while keeping KLEE’s settings the same as the previous column. In the CoI Analysis setup, we enable the CoI analysis in addition to all the settings in the previous column.

Table III summarizes the results, from which we make the following observations: (1) Adding all the optimizations yields an average overall speedup of two-to-three orders of magnitude compared to the original KLEE. On average, each optimization can enhance the performance by about one order of magnitude. (2) On average, the Hybrid Search heuristic improves the performance the most. (3) Applying all optimizations does not necessarily yield the best performance. For example, for bug b09 and b13, applying only the hybrid search heuristic can reduce the searching time to only 3 seconds, but adding other optimizations increases the search time.

Table IV shows the result of the Cone of Influence Analysis. Running the CoI Analysis can prune out a number of functions for symbolic execution. The effects of the CoI Analysis mainly depend on the security-critical assertions added. For the six bugs we picked, the first five have three variables in the assertions and the last one has four variables in the assertion. On average, the CoI Analysis prunes out 8% of the LLVM instructions and 30% of the functions. Table V shows that using O3 level in the Compiler Optimizations can reduce 39% of the C++ code generated. Figure 4 compares the performance among different search heuristics. The upper figure shows the number of instructions covered in the generated test cases.
as time changes. The BFS covers the most instructions in a given amount of time. The lower figure shows the number of test cases per instruction generated as time changes. The DFS generates the most test cases per instruction in the given amount of time. Our hybrid search heuristic combines the advantages of both the BFS and the DFS heuristics.

### E. Performance

For the 29 bugs Coppelia successfully generates exploits, 18 (62%) out of 29 of the exploits are generated within 15 minutes, demonstrating that Coppelia can be a practical quality control tool for hardware vendors. However, 2 (7%) out of 29 took a longer time (over 2 hours) to generate even for bugs involving only a single instruction. We find two reasons for the longer time: 1) Coppelia takes longer to reach the target instruction either because making internal signals symbolic increases the symbolic execution states to explore or because the instruction is near the end of the queue of all instructions to explore. 2) The bug is deep in the pipeline (in the 4th or 5th stage) and increasing the pipeline stages can dramatically increase the number of symbolic execution states. If we only run Coppelia for the target instruction (instead of all the instructions in the ISA), the time for generating the exploits can be reduced to only a few minutes.

### F. Finding New Bugs

In this section, we examine Coppelia’s efficacy in finding unknown bugs on new platforms and architectures. We run Coppelia on two new processors: Mor1kx-Espresso and PULPino-R15CY. The Mor1kx is the most recent implementation of the OR1k architecture. We evaluate our tool on the Espresso core which is a 32-bit implementation with 2-stage integer pipeline and delay slot. The PULPino is an open-source single-core 32-bit low-power processor based on the RISC-V architecture. We evaluate our tool on the RI5CY core, which is an in-order, RV32-ICM implementation with 4-stage integer pipeline and DSP extensions. Table VI shows the new security bugs and their exploits we found in Mor1kx-Espresso processor and PULPino-R15CY processor.

Bug b32 is the same as the motivating example R0 bug. This bug was not fixed in the OR1200 processor and we still found it in the new generation of OpenRISC processor. This shows that security-critical bugs can persist to the next generation of processor designs.

Bug b33 allows incorrect escalation of privilege. According to the RISC-V specification, when the EBREAK instruction is executed, the privilege mode’s epc register should be set to the address of the EBREAK instruction itself [25]. However, in RI5CY processor, we found that when the EBREAK instruction is executed, the epc register is not correctly updated. This is security critical because when the processor returns to user mode, it will jump to an incorrect address.

Bug b34 allows incorrect de-escalation of privilege. In the RISC-V specification, to return after handling a trap, the SRET instruction sets the pc to the value stored in the epc register [25]. However, pc is not set correctly when SRET is executed in the RI5CY implementation. This can be exploited...
by redirecting the program counter to an address of the attacker’s choosing.

Bug b35 incorrectly updates the target pc of the jump instruction. The RISC-V specification states that the target address of the indirect jump instruction is calculated by adding the 12-bit signed I-immediate to the register rs1, then setting the least-significant bit of the result to zero [25]. However, in the processor, the LSB is never set to 0; the implementation does not meet the specification. This may be leveraged by the attacker to silently redirect the pc.

### G. Verify Patches and Refine Assertions

While running Coppelia on known bugs (Section IV-B), we also check the assertions by running Coppelia both on the buggy processor and on the patched processor expecting an exploit and no exploit respectively. While this is true for most cases, we sometimes observe that even after a bug is removed, Coppelia can still generate an exploit. This happens because either the processor is still buggy or because the assertions that we use based on prior work are not true assertions (the assertion does not consider some uncommon situation introduced by a correct patch because the assertions are collected from a dynamic simulation [12]). As shown in Table VII, for the 35 assertions we collected, 29 of them pass this check. For the 6 assertions that fail, 2 fail because the processor is still buggy (these 2 assertions pass the check after the bugs are fixed) and 4 are not true assertions.

This phenomenon implies that in addition to using Coppelia to generate exploits, we can also use Coppelia to verify whether a security patch indeed fixed a vulnerability, and to iteratively refine an initial set of assertions.

### V. DISCUSSION

We encountered an instance where Verilator failed to remove some dead code. The backward symbolic execution engine can, in this situation, fail to return a possible result. Because in the first iteration execution begins from a fully symbolic state, an assignment to variables that is only possible from within the unreachable dead code may be returned as a possible test case.

As with any symbolic execution engine operating over a system with unbounded execution paths, Coppelia is not complete and may fail to find vulnerabilities. There are two sources of incompleteness: (1) vulnerabilities that exist in the RTL may be optimized away during the translation to C++; (2) some paths may remain unexplored.

More complex processors contain performance-enhancing features such as speculative execution, caches, and out-of-order execution. We expect our backward symbolic execution strategy to be suited to such optimizations, and indeed may have some advantages over model checking or simulation based testing, but new heuristics and optimizations will be needed. For example, out-of-order processors use caches for register renaming. During the backward search, values in these caches must be chosen carefully in order to be meaningful and lead back to a reset state.

### VI. RELATED WORK

#### Automatic Exploit Generation

A closely related line of work is automatic exploit generation for software [26], [27], [28], [29], [8], [30]. Typically, vulnerabilities (e.g., buffer overflows) are first found through static or dynamic analysis, and then program input satisfying identified constraints are found. We tackle similar problems but differ in that we target the hardware domain, which requires a stateful analysis across multiple clock cycles to generate a series of input for hardware, instead of a single input as in software.

#### Information Flow Security for Hardware

Efficiently tracking information flow in hardware has been studied [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], but this approach often requires modifying or extending the hardware architecture. Cherupalli et al. proposed a gate-level symbolic simulation tool for information flow for particular IoT applications [36]. Some works develop or extend HDL for enforcing information flow security [37], [38], [39], [40]. Although these works can prove that a hardware design meets the security policies, they cannot verify those designs not already implemented in these languages.

#### Assertion Based Verification for Security

Assertion based verification uses simulation-based testing [41] or formal static analysis [42], [43], [44] to search for violations of assertions added to the design. Historically, functional properties were used [45], but recently security properties have been considered. These security properties may be manually [46], [20], [47], [5] or semi-automatically developed [12]. In this work we make use of these security properties from the literature.

#### Hardware Symbolic Simulation

Software symbolic execution [48], [49], [8], [13], [11] explores program paths with symbolic inputs [50]. Applying this technique to hardware designs for verification and testing has also been studied [51], [9]. STAR [51] is a functional input vector generation tool combining symbolic and concrete simulation for RTL designs over multiple time frames. It provides high range statements
and branch coverage, but is limited by the sequential depth (around 6 cycles) [51]. PATH-SYMEX is a forward symbolic execution engine that takes in ANSI-C interpretation of the RTL code [9]. Its application is limited to small RTL designs.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented Coppelia, an end-to-end tool for analyzing and contextualizing the security threat of hardware vulnerabilities. Given a processor design and a set of security properties, Coppelia generates C programs with inline assembly that exploit bugs within the design. Coppelia is able to generate exploits for 29 known bugs on the OR1200 processor, and discovered and generated exploit programs for 4 unknown bugs across two different processors and architectures.
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